College For Kids
July 31 - August 4
MORE CHOICES • MORE EXPLORATION • MORE FUN

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ONLINE AT WESTSHORE.ASAPCONNECTED.COM
Students registered for both sessions or morning only may be dropped off at the West Shore Community College TECH Center beginning at 8:30 a.m., where supervision will be available. Students registered for the afternoon session only should be dropped off in the Schoenherr Campus Center main lobby no later than 12:20 p.m.

**Drop Off:**

**PM Session:** 12:30-3:30 p.m.

**Pick Up:** Students registered for both sessions or afternoon only may be picked up at the West Shore Community College TECH Center no later than 3:45 p.m. Students registered for the morning session only may be picked up in the Schoenherr Campus Center main lobby by no later than 12:25 p.m. Students must be signed out by a parent or guardian at the end of their day.

**Tuition:** $150/student for full day for the week & $75/student for half day for the week (does not include lunch). Every student receives a College for Kids T-shirt. Some full and partial scholarships are available. Complete and submit the Scholarship Request Form at https://forms.gle/vN1tGVCfiyWCpBYp8. Recipients will be notified by July 15. In the meantime, register your child(ren) and select the pay later option at checkout.

**Lunch**

Lunch is provided at no additional cost.

**Transportation**

Transportation is provided separately for each County. If you need to reserve transportation, please contact CollegeForKids@westshore.edu.

**Forms of Payment:** Payment may be made by cash, check, or money order via mail or in person. If paying by credit card, please register online at http://westshore.asapconnected.com or contact Cara Mitchell at 231.843.5825 to pay over the phone.

Students will be walking the campus daily and will be supervised at all times. Please ensure students have appropriate shoes (no flip-flops) and a jacket on a rainy/chilly day.
THE CLASSES

3D Printing: Design to Creation with Jesse Moser • Ages 12-15 - AM • Ages 9-11 - PM Session
Embark on a journey into the exciting world of 3D printing. Students learn how to transform creative ideas into tangible objects. This class provides a comprehensive introduction to the entire 3D printing process, from designing models to bringing them to life using a 3D printer.

Adventures of a First Responder • Ages 12-15 - PM Session
Explore the world of different first responders. Students will journey through different Health Science careers by visiting with Paramedics, K9 Officers, Marine Patrol, and more while participating in hands-on activities. On the last day, AeroMed will visit with their helicopter.

All Out Theater with Amanda Collene • Ages 9-11 - AM Session • Ages 12-15 - PM Session
Celebrate the history and importance of theater, review scripts and acting, check out scenery and props, create magic with costumes and makeup, and get techy with lights and sound. This class provides students with a platform to explore their imagination, develop self-confidence, enhance their communication skills, and foster a sense of teamwork and collaboration.

Babysitting Bosses with Spectrum Health• Ages 10-15 - AM Session
Corewell Health Ludington Hospital, Community Services Department certified professionals will offer a Safe Sitter Program. Safe Sitter is a medically accurate course which teaches students how to handle emergencies when caring for younger children. The course utilizes games to reinforce important concepts in a fun way and Babysitter Boss video presentations to aid visual learners and keep students attuned to each topic. Class content will include skills in safety, child care, first aid & rescue, life & business, and CPR.

Build-a-Business with Noah Dodson • Ages 9-15 - AM Session
This class provides an opportunity for students to find their entrepreneurial mindset by using their favorite hobby and turning it into a business. Students will learn how to identify characteristics of successful entrepreneurs and the basics of a solid business plan. On Friday, bring your business to life for parents to visit.

Building Future Protectors: Jr. Police Academy with Al Hairston • Ages 9-15 - AM Session
Welcome to the Junior Police Academy! This class is designed to instill valuable skills, knowledge, and principles that are essential for a successful career in law enforcement. Our academy aims to foster a sense of responsibility, leadership, and community involvement in the students. Guest speakers from local law enforcement agencies will provide hands-on exploration of vehicles, equipment, and basic protocols.

Cinematography Escapades • Ages 9-11 - AM Session • Ages 12-15 - PM Session
Students will escape into the twists and turns of Cinematography. This immersive class provides a comprehensive understanding of the cinematographic process, from conceptualization to production, empowering young minds to express their creativity through visual storytelling.
**Colorful Creations: Epoxy Resin • Ages 9-15 - PM Session**
Dive into the mesmerizing world of rainbow resin art. Join us for a creative journey where you will learn the techniques, tools, and secrets to create stunning, vibrant resin masterpieces. In this introduction, students will develop skills in color theory, mixing and pouring, creating rainbow effects, and the finishing and polishing processes. Students will get to take home their finished resin creation(s).

**Code Your World with Alex Wilkow • Ages 9-11 - AM Session • Ages 12-15 - PM Session**
Using Cospaces.io students will create virtual environments and unlock the exciting possibilities of VR development while unleashing their creativity in the digital realm using block programming to create video games, imaginary locations, and even movie scenes.

**Crime Scene Investigation with JB Wells • Ages 12-15 - AM and PM Session**
Become the detective and work an actual case using evidence from a crime scene. Learn what it takes to solve a case and present it to the prosecutor.

**Culinary Extravaganza with Shannon Miller/Angie Garcia • Ages 9-15 - AM and PM Session**
Interested in cooking? Here is your chance to uncover the secrets of culinary arts! Students will learn measuring skills using ratios and fractions, as well as learn several healthy recipes.

**Designzilla • Ages 12-15 - PM Session**
From ads, to labels, to how toys and technology are made, design is everywhere! Students will learn about the art, processes, and theories of design through hands-on activities and cloud programming. Students will design a product's logo and then create marketing and a storyboard to be presented on Friday to the class.

**Earth Guardians with Mason, Lake, Oceana Conservation District • Ages 9-15 - PM Session**
An exciting and educational class designed to empower young environmentalists and foster a deep understanding of sustainability, conservation, water management, and food safety, this class explores the interconnectedness of our planet's resources and the importance of responsible stewardship.

**Enchanted Adventures: Storytelling with Kelly Lyman • Ages 9-15 - AM and PM Session**
We invite young storytellers to embark on a captivating journey into the world of narrative magic. Our goal is to ignite the spark of creativity within each participant and unleash their storytelling potential. Participants will not only enhance their writing skills but also develop their ability to captivate an audience with their tales.

**Fantasy Art: Airbrushing with Armone Tyson • Ages 9-15 - AM Session**
Unlock the magical realm of fantasy art and bring your imagination to life with the mesmerizing technique of airbrushing! In this beginner-level class, students embark on an exhilarating journey into the world of superpowers, where they will learn how to create breathtaking and otherworldly artwork using an airbrush. They will hone their craft through color and light basics, creating dynamic backgrounds, and creating special effects and textures, culminating in breathtaking and otherworldly artwork using an airbrush. Previous experience not required.
Game-On: Virtual Worlds & eSports with Kellon Petzak • Ages 9-15 - AM and PM Sessions
Get ready to level up your game and join us in the exciting journey of virtual reality & eSports! Unleash your imagination and explore the possibilities of building immersive virtual experiences and participating in the thrilling world of competitive gaming.

Helping Hands with Molly McCarthy • Ages 9-15 - AM and PM Session
An introduction to the field of social work, this class fosters understanding of helping others in the community. It aims to develop empathy, compassion, and social awareness among children, equipping them with essential skills and knowledge to make a positive difference in the lives of those in need. Through activities that identify community need, problem solving and critical thinking skills, introduction to resources, and advocacy and awareness, students will be equipped with the skills and knowledge necessary to become active agents of change and contribute positively to their community.

Medical Minds with Dr. Stacy Fournier (Veterinarian) • Ages 9-15 - AM and PM Session
Do you have interest in learning more about various medical fields? Discover if this may be a direction that calls to you professionally as we explore different paths a medically-based profession may take. This course will involve speakers and field trips involving local medical and clinical experts, hands-on application and experiments, a tour of the nursing department at WSCC, and plenty of interactive discussion and personal skills/interest exploration. Join us for an engaging and stimulating week learning about the blend of practical science and service!

Perspectives in Photography with Dawan Harrison • Ages 9-15 - AM and PM Session
Would you like to see your world with different eyes? In this class students begin their photographer journey by learning how to use professional digital cameras. Uncover the mechanics of the camera and how to change the settings to achieve the desired perspective. Students will walk away with a video card of all their photographs from the week, as well as a t-shirt with their favorite self-taken picture(s) printed on it for others to see!

Pond Ecology with Mark Willis • Ages 9-15 - AM Session
Investigate the living and non-living components of the West Shore pond. Students will get hands on experience netting and collecting macro invertebrates, testing water quality, and fishing with hook and line. During the week students will construct a miniature pond using a large jar or two-liter bottle that will be taken home at the end of the course. Students should bring a two-liter bottle and fishing poles (if possible). Bug spray and rubber boots are recommended.

RoboQuest: Introduction to STEAM • Ages 9-11 - AM • 12-15 - PM Session
Travel through the future facing world of STEAM through robotics. This dynamic class combines elements from multiple disciplines, encouraging students to develop critical thinking, problem-solving, and collaboration skills while fostering their creativity and innovation. By the end of RoboQuest, they will have gained valuable STEAM and technology skills, setting them on a path towards further exploration and learning in the world of robotics and beyond.

"See Us Shine" Show Choir Camp with Paula Jarvis • Ages 9-15 - PM Session
There are so many opportunities to shine when we put together a mini-musical production! Students will learn what it takes to develop a show from inspiration to live final performance on Friday afternoon. Bring your singing voices and be ready to move, because it’s time to SHINE!
Tiletastic with Sky Mage • Ages 9-11 - AM Session • Ages 12-15 - PM Session
Ages 9-11: Learn new skills, using your hands and getting creative! Students will explore the complete process of tile making (creating tiles out of stoneware clay, glazing and firing them) and installation (setting, laying, and grouting tiles).
Ages 12-15: Create unique designs in clay tiles! Students will create multiple tiles through mold making (designing tiles out of stoneware clay, glazing and firing them). Setting, laying and grouting tiles will complete the process.

Tiny Town Creation with Sarah Hodges • Ages 9-15 - AM and PM Session
Students will witness the birth of a tiny town! From urban planning to design, layout and scale to model making, and problem solving to execution - this class covers the elements that make a town functional and aesthetically pleasing through the creation of a table top, paper mache and DIY miniature house tiny town.

The Art of Building with Paula Jarvis • Ages 9-15 - AM Session
Students will discover the art behind architecture so that they can design and create their own 3D model using recycled/found objects. They will also work with sketching and creating watercolor renderings of their building and garden designs. If you like to draw, paint and create, then join us for a morning of zenful-art creating.

The Outdoor Experience with Tony Johnston • Ages 9-15 - AM and PM Session
Turn your love of the outdoors into a career! Students will take multiple field trips to check out a day in the life of a DNR representative, Curator at a Park/Camp Ground, Animal Caregivers, and more!
Monday - Archery & Orienteering @ WSCC
Tuesday - Guided Hike @ State Park
Wednesday - Animal Fun @ On Location
Thursday - Paddling @ Camp Douglas Smith
Friday - Fishing @ WSCC

Welding Warmup with John Peterson/Mike Shoup • Ages 12-15 - AM and PM Session
Welding is the process of joining materials together using heat, electric arc, pressure, and friction. In this class the students will learn about some of the more common ways to do that mainly GMAW (mig, wire welding) and SMAW (stick welding).

Registration Begins June 5, 2023
REGISTER ONLINE AT WESTSHORE.ASAPCONNECTED.COM

College For Kids